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SETI@home



Folding@home



BOINC

• Open-source volunteer computing middleware

– http://boinc.berkeley.edu

projects

CPDN

LHC@home

WCGattachments

volunteers



Climateprediction.net



Einstein@home

• Gravitational waves



Other projects

• LHC@home

• Rosetta@home

• IBM World Community Grid

• Etc.

– epidemiology, plant ecology, genetic linkage, 
phylogenetics, graph theory, number theory, 
cognitive modeling, fluid dynamics, galactic 
structure, quantum chemistry, nanotechnology, 
quantum computing, cosmology



Performance

• Current

– 500K people, 1M computers

– 6.5 PetaFLOPS (3 from GPUs, 1.4 from PS3s)

• Potential

– 1 billion PCs today, 2 billion in 2015

– GPU: approaching 1 TFLOPS

– How to get 1 ExaFLOPS:

• 4M GPUs * 0.25 availability

– How to get 1 Exabyte:

• 10M PC disks * 100 GB



Organizational models

Umbrella projects

• Institutional

– Lattice, VTU@home

• Corporate

– IBM World Community Grid

• Community

– AlmereGrid

Project

publicity
web development
sysadmin



Paradigm connections

Volunteer
computing

Grid
computing

Cloud
computing

EdGes
Condor backfill



Stardust@home

• The Stardust mission

• Where’s the dust?

• Stardust@home

– 23K volunteers

– 43M viewings

– 64 tracks found





Fold It!



Volunteer thinking

define goals

volunteers?
lab assistants

post-docs

Herr Professor

analyze data

literature search

perform experiments

theorize

clean data
computers

grad students

design experiments



Middleware

jobs

middleware

people or
computers

identity
accounting

queuing
assignment
validation



What’s different?

• People vary

• Jobs are not well-defined

aptitude
training



Bossa

• Open-source PHP-based middleware for 
volunteer thinking

– http://bossa.berkeley.edu

• Policies

– replication, volunteer assessment, job 
assignment

– Bossa doesn’t provide policies, but makes it 
easy to implement a wide range of policies



Projects in development

• Hominids@home

– Collect photos of Middle Awash (Ethiopia)

– Look for hominid and other fossils

• AfricaMap



Benefits of citizen cyber-science

• To science

• To society



Carl Sagan’s “pale blue dot”

... Our posturings, our imagined self-importance,
the delusion that we have some privileged position in the Universe,
are challenged by this point of pale light.
Our planet is a lonely speck in the great enveloping cosmic dark.
In our obscurity, in all this vastness,
there is no hint that help will come from elsewhere
to save us from ourselves. ...



Conclusion

• Let’s talk!

– davea@ssl.berkeley


